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From selfish silo to collaborative culture – embracing
data-enabled cancer research
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Aedin Culhane and Mark Lawler, Co-Leads of the eHealth Hub for
Cancer, reflect on their data-enabled cancer research journeys,
how their collaborative team science approach has reaped
significant dividends in cancer research and policy and how the
hub is inducing a paradigm shift in how health data are deployed
on the island of Ireland

An article in The Wall Street Journal (not the normal reading material for scientists) in
2011 highlighted a new approach to performing scientific research that was gaining
significant credence at the time. Entitled ‘The New Einsteins Will Be Scientists Who
Share’ (with the strapline ‘From cancer to cosmology, researchers could race ahead by
working together – online and in the open’), the article presaged an unprecedented
change in how scientists interact with each other, ushering in a culture of collaboration
and cross-disciplinary research. Nowhere was this change more obvious than in the
genomics and data science community, where a bottom-up movement led to the creation
of the Global Alliance for Genomics and Health (GA4GH), bringing together researchers
from around the world to work together to address some of human health’s greatest
challenges through the deployment of data and data tools.

The GA4GH Cancer Task Team (Lawler co-lead) was particularly active, breaking down
silos and empowering the community to share data, code, and expertise for common
benefit.  Tools such as the Cancer Meta Knowledgebase were created, a data
‘translator’ that harnessed knowledge on potential/actual mutations linked to a particular
cancer, aggregated that information in a single knowledgebase and shared it freely online
with the entire community, thus ensuring a more collaborative team science approach to
cancer research.  The principle of a Cancer Knowledge Network was defined with a
determination to move from a closed ‘selfish silo’ mentality to a more open-source
collaborative culture. 

Embedding the patient in the centre of a data-enabled cancer research
revolution

In the UK, this focus on data gave rise to DATA-CAN, the UK’s Health Data Research
Hub for Cancer (ML Scientific Director), part of Health Data Research UK (HDR UK), the
UK’s health data science institute. A key DATA-CAN philosophy is the concept of fair
value, which means that all stakeholders, whether they be patients, the National Health
Service (NHS), researchers, or industry, get fair value from the use of patient data.
Patients are the DNA of DATA-CAN. Patients were involved in the original funding bid, sit
on all steering, management and project committees and are in the room for all
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discussions, including with industry.  DATA-CAN’s Patient and Public Involvement and
Engagement (PPIE) activities have led to it being recognised as a PPIE exemplar;  a
philosophy best captured in the words of DATA-CAN’s PPIE group member and breast
cancer survivor Jacqui Gath: ‘Patients want their data to be used to improve care and
enhance research. In fact, they’re often surprised it’s not used already.’ These words
reflect a common viewpoint from patients and need to be heard more widely in the debate
on data privacy and secondary data use for research. Data privacy and trust in the use of
data must be balanced with the need to deploy data to help enhance health and
wellbeing.  During the COVID pandemic, out of necessity, data privacy rules were
relaxed, and data access for research was simplified in order to access the data needed
to both develop and test emerging COVID vaccines. Cancer has killed many more people
than COVID and deserves the same considerations for pragmatic data privacy and
secondary data use. 

Changing the paradigm: bringing the solution to the data rather than the
data to the solution

As genomic and clinical datasets increase in resolution and size, transferring large
datasets between institutions/jurisdictions has become costly and cumbersome. Data
privacy regulations also impact the handling and sharing of data, necessitating the
development of novel solutions to ensure the privacy-preserving sharing of sensitive
medical data. Federated data analytics provide an innovative solution. Data remain in
place; each dataset is protected within a local or cloud-secure data environment (Trusted
Research Environment (TRE)). Compute is performed locally. We have been at the
forefront of developing standards for code sharing and data harmonization that enable
federated clinical genomics research. The NHS Research Secure Data Environment
(SDE) Network recently announced it will adopt this OMOP data standard. The European
Medicines Agency’s DARWIN EU project, is utilizing the OMOP CDM to conduct network
studies in the UK and 12 EU countries to advance treatments for rare cancers.

Federated data networks offer privacy, regulatory compliance, governance, and scalability
advantages but require that data are harmonized to a common standard. A common data
model empowers researchers to perform cross-institute and cross-border data analysis at
each local site without transferring or sharing the data itself.  We recently helped create
clinical genomics data standards for federated sharing between 25 EU countries within
the 1+ Million Genomes Genomic Data Infrastructure Program  and are also developing
training and frameworks to support the adoption of OHDSI (Observational Health Data
Sciences and Informatics) Observational Medical Outcomes Partnership (OMOP)
Common Data Model (CDM). The NHS Research Secure Data Environment (SDE)
Network recently announced it will adopt this OMOP data standard.

Cancer (and data) know no borders

Our data journey has reached an important inflection point, where we now both work on
the island of Ireland, one island but with two distinct jurisdictions, each with its own data
policies and legislation. However, the principle of a collaborative culture is still very
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relevant. Recognising this and the need to enhance the deployment of data on the island
of Ireland to supercharge cancer research and its translation to improved cancer care, we
have established the eHealth Hub for Cancer, an emerging hub of excellence funded
through the Higher Education Authority North South Research Programme. This Hub has
acted as a magnet to coalesce the cancer community on the island of Ireland, providing a
data-empowered milieu to work together to develop innovative solutions to a series of
cancer challenges that are best addressed using data.  Growing applications of
clinical next-generation sequencing and the success of precision oncology mean the
number of clinically-actionable molecular features is increasing, and to maximally benefit
patients, the eHealth Hub for Cancer is addressing the challenges associated with the
management and standardisation of these data. The Hub facilitates the employment of
common data models such as OMOP that enhance the analysis and sharing of data
across the island of Ireland, underpinning data-driven insights to drive future research
discoveries and inform cancer care and cancer policy. Cancer (and cancer data) know no
borders. Neither should we.
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More About Stakeholder

The Patrick G Johnston Centre for Cancer Research:
Relieve the human suffering from cancer
Addressing one of the greatest challenges to human
health and well-being, the Patrick G Johnston Centre for
Cancer Research at Queen’s University Belfast (QUB) is
recognised internationally as an impactful research centre committed to relieving
the human suffering from cancer.
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